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MOCK TRIALTRAINING PROGRAM   

JULY 3rd to 8th JULY 2017  

TRAINING REPORT  

Introduction:   

The Sindh Judicial Academy (the “SJA”) was established to improve 

and develop the capacity and skills of district judiciary and their 

staff, by conducting (i) legal orientation and training of members 

of the subordinate judiciary, law officers and members of the bar; (ii) 

continuous education of the members of the subordinate 

judiciary; (iii) conferences, seminars, workshops for improving 

of judicial system and quality of judicial work; (iv) providing opinion 

and constitutional research.; (v) conducting departmental examination of the members of establishment of 

the High Court and subordinate Courts; (vi) publishing of general memoirs, research papers and reports. 

Till date, the SJA has trained more than 64 batches, and participants of these batches are performing their 

duties with great zeal and dedication.   

The SJA was headed by prominent Judges like Mr. Justice Z.A. Channa, former judge of High Court of 

Sindh, Mr. Justice Ghous Muhmmad, former Judge of High Court of Sindh, Mr. Justice Saleem Akhtar, 

former Judge of Supreme Court of Pakistan, Mr. Justice Shabbir Ahmed, former Judge of High Court and 

Mr. Justice Ali Aslam Jafri, former Judge of High Court of Sindh and is currently led by Mr. Justice Khilji 

Arif Hussain, former Judge Supreme Court of Pakistan.  

The SJA during its training of 149 newly appointed Civil Judges, 62nd batch, provided participants the 

opportunity to conduct mock trials on various law points which developed advocacy skill of the participants 

and was applauded by the participants.   

In order to enrich legal education and improve the quality of law graduates, the SJA made this opportunity 

available to law students as well, and has collaborated with law colleges across Sindh to arrange annual 

mock court competitions at the provincial level.   

However, it was noted that currently, there are no mandatory courses in law colleges in Sindh that 

specifically focus on developing advocacy skills of law students and conducting mock court. Some law 

colleges have courses on drafting court pleadings and developing advocacy skills; however, these law 

colleges do not have requisite resources to impart requisite advocacy skills of students. As a result, many 

law graduates do not possess basic lawyering skills, and employers have to invest substantial resources in 

developing the lawyering and advocacy skills of graduates from local law colleges. The reasons identified 

for this (i) insufficient financial resources and inadequate physical infrastructure of law colleges; (ii) out 

dated legal curricula; (iii) faculty members who, for the most part, are neither qualified nor committed nor 



trained to impart quality education; (iv) absence or scarcity of courses that develop essential lawyering 

skills; and (ix) failure to teach and develop logical, rational thought and analysis, analytical, communication 

and interpersonal skills of law students.  

Therefore, prior to organizing the annual moot/mock court competition in Sindh, the SJA attempted to 

develop capacity of law students and law colleges to prepare for and participate in moot court competitions.  

The Academy conducted a six-day training program, from 03 July 2017 to 08 July 2017, on developing 

advocacy skills of final year law students from law colleges across Sindh law students by teaching students 

how to prepare for and participate in mock trials training program. The objective of the Program was to 

develop core competencies of law students, which include clarity of thought process, appreciation of law 

in practical terms (i.e. ability to use the law to address real life cases/problems), strong writing, presentation 

and comprehension skills, analytical skills, logical reasoning, attention to detail, competency in English, 

good understanding of common law legal concepts, understanding of core laws in Pakistan, research skills, 

interpersonal and communication skills, strong work ethic, exercising sound judgment, ability to view 

commercial arrangements from a legal perspective, and enhancing their awareness and knowledge on 

women's rights and minority rights in Pakistan.   

  

The objectives of the Program were achieved through a series of exercises/activities as well as a discussion 

on applicable laws. Various exercises/activities (role play) were be used to teach students how to prepare 

for and participate in mock trials, and the knowledge gap was covered by teaching them how to prepare a 

case for filing in court, draft pleadings, proceed with cases filed in courts, as well as overview of applicable 

laws and their key provisions. The exercises/activities (role play) were carried out by Director General and 

Faculty Members of the SJA. They were supervised by the Director General. Training program will be 

followed by a Mock Trial Competition at Province level. Two successful teams will participate at National 

level competition. The subject matter of the mock trials were (i) summary suit (ii) family case; (iii) criminal 

case.  

  



Five law colleges in Sindh were requested to nominate five final year students for participation in the 

Training program. 27 law students participated in the Training program.   

Following laws were discussed during the training period:  

• The Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898  

• Pakistan Penal Code, 1860  

• The Sindh Arms Act, 2013  

• Juvenile Justice System Ordinance, 2000  

• The Family Court Act, 1964   

• Muslim Family Law Ordinance, 1961     

• Guardian and Ward Act, 1890   

• Code of Civil Procedure, 1908  

• Financial Institution (Recovery of Finances) Ordinance, 2001  

• Qanoon-e-Shahadat, 1984  

Objective of the program:   

• To share provisions of procedural laws and their application  

• To able them to find case laws from law books and from available websites   

• To make them aware about real trials [Criminal, Civil and Family trial]   

• To develop professional skills required for a law practitioner    

• To give confidence and make them able to proceed a case independently   

  

  

Law colleges and universities participated:   

In Pursuance of letter No: S.J.A A.C.D 002/190/7048, date 03-07-2017 following students were 

nominated to attend the mock trial program:   

University/Colleges Name   Sr. No.  Participants Name   Participant 

Contact No.   

Govt. Sindh Law College 

Hyderabad.  

1.   Mr. Shahbaz S/o Shahbaig Rind  0300-2709671  

2.   Mr. Aamir S/o Abdul Sattar Memon  0300-2933510  

3.   Mr. Saad Amar Hussain S/o  

Munawar Hussain  

0335-3053305  

4.   Mr. Farman Ali S/o Ghulam Ali  0344-0011177  

5.   Mr. Insaf Ali S/o Rahim Dad Abro  0331-3034126  

6.   Mr. Muzamil S/o Mohammad Saleh  0333-2801076  

Haji Maula Bakhsh Soomro 

Govt. Law College Shikarpur   

7.   Mr. Muhammad Ali. S/o Moharram  

Ali Mahar  

0333-7275292  



8.   Mr. Kamran Ahmed S/o Israr  

Ahmed Badvi  

0335-7687690  

9.   Mr. Ahmed Khan S/o Manzoor  

Ahmed Khan Bijrani  

0333-7267486  

10.   Mr. Agha Atta Muhammad Khan S/o  

Agha Shamsher Khan Pathan   

0333-2267984  

11.   Mr. Nadir Hussain Junejo S/o Abdul  

Rehman Junejo  

0308-3648231  

University of Sindh Elsa Kazi 

Campus Hyderabad  

12.   Ms. Naila Gul   0334-2982993  

13.   Ms. Ume Kalsoom Rind   0304-2421348  

14.   Mr. Ayaz Ali Solangi   0341-4454416  

15.   Mr. Ahsan Ali Siyal   0349-3590338  

16.   Mr. Shahrukh Bhutto   0300-3050634  

17.   Mr. Darya Khan   0344-3528862  

Govt. Shaheed Benazir Bhutto 

Law College Larkano  

18.   Mr. Aurangzeb Mugheri    

19.   Mr. Kashifudin Jamali    

20.   Mr. Shakeel Bhutto     

21.   Ms. Asma Abro    

22.   Mr. Roshan Brohi    

Govt. law College Khairpur   23.   Mr. Ghulam Akbar Panhwar  0300-9318057  

24.   Mr. Sohail Ahmed Kanasiro   0310-0083957  

25.   Mr. Rafique Ahmed Shar   0307-3068916  

26.   Mr. Syed Shayan Shah  0333-3863551  

27.   Ms. Shahida Kareem Abbasi   0336-3611591  

Training program:   

Day 1 (03-07-2017)  

Sr.  Time  Topic/Activity  Speaker  

Inaugural Session    

1.  09:00 AM to 09:05 AM  

09:05 AM to 09:15 AM  

Recitation of Holy Quran Introduction 

of Trainees   

Mr. Murtaza Khan, I.T Expert  

2.  09:15 AM to 09:30 AM  Welcome and Training format   Mr. Muhammad Shahid Shafiq, Sr. 

Faculty Member, SJA  

3.   09:30 AM to 09:45 AM  Objective of Training Program  Mr. Justice Khilji Arif Hussain 

Former Judge Supreme Court of 

Pakistan/ Director General, 

Sindh Judicial Academy  

  09:45 AM to 10:15 AM                          Tea Break   

Technical Session I    



4.  10:15 AM to 11:45 AM  Procedure of Criminal Trial  

Sections 241 to 249-A and 256(A) to 

265(H) Cr.P.C.    

Mr. Muhammad Shahid Shafiq, Sr. 

Faculty Member, SJA  

5.  11:45 AM to 12:15 PM  How to Supply Copies?  

(Sharing necessary documents and 

identifying role of advocate/accused/court 

prosecutors)  

Mr. Muhammad Shahid  

Shafiq, Sr. Faculty Member,  

Sindh Judicial Academy  

6.  12:15 PM to 12:45 PM  How to Frame Charge?  
(Formats of Charge & Plea to be shared). 
Role of accused/advocate  
/court/prosecutor to be highlighted.  

Mr. Muhammad Shahid  

Shafiq, Sr. Faculty Member,  

Sindh Judicial Academy  

7.  12:45 PM to 01:15 PM  Legal Assistance to Accused   

Format of Misc. application filed by 

accused for legal assistance. Role of 

accused, Trial Court and Session Court to 

be highlighted. DECL to be discussed.  

Mr. Muhammad Shahid  

Shafiq, Sr. Faculty Member,  
Sindh Judicial Academy  

8.  01:15 PM to 02:15 PM                          Lunch Break   

9.  02:15 PM to 03:15 PM  How to Record evidence of Prosecution 
witness?  
(Statement under Section 161 Cr.P.C. of 

witnesses may be shared)  

Mr. Muhammad Shahid  

Shafiq, Sr. Faculty Member,  

Sindh Judicial Academy  

10.  03:15 PM to 03:45 PM  How Statement of accused is recorded? 

(Format of statement of accused may be 

shared and role of court, accused, advocate 

may be highlighted)  

Mr. Muhammad Shahid  

Shafiq, Sr. Faculty Member,  
Sindh Judicial Academy  

11.  03:45 PM to 04:15 PM  Arguments.  

How to argue a case?  
How to refer law?  

How to refer case law?  

Mr. Muhammad Shahid  

Shafiq, Sr. Faculty Member,  
Sindh Judicial Academy  

  

Day 2 (04-07-2017)  

  

Sr. No.  Time  Topic/Activity  Speaker  

1.  Full Day  Mock Trial Practice session   Mr. Muhammad Shahid Shafiq, 

Sr. Faculty Member, SJA   

  

Training activities:   

The activities carryout during training process are shared in brief as under:   

It was a six-day training program commenced from 03-07-2017 and completed on 08-07-2017.  

Mr. Justice Khilji Arif Hussain, Former Judge Supreme Court of Pakistan, Director General, 

Sindh Judicial Academy, Ms. Nuzhat Ara Alvi and Mr. Muhammad Shahid Shafiq, District and 

Sessions Judges conducted mock trial sessions.   



  

  

There were following three mock trial sessions:  

a. Criminal Trial  

b. Civil Trial   

c. Family Trial   

CRIMINAL TRIAL   

  



This session was supervised by Mr. Muhammad Shahid Shafiq, District & Sessions Judge. We  

were taught relevant sections of Criminal Procedure Code, 1898 [sections 265C to 265H] and the 

Sindh Arms Act, 2013. Initially a power point presentation was used and thereafter a mock trial 

was conducted by using a real case file. Full trial was conducted and detail of each step is as under:   

1. Supplying documents   

It was informed that on the first date of hearing documents are supplied to the accused free of 

cost. We were asked to play role of prosecutor, defence advocate, accused and judge. Participants 

acted and did the same as followed in real court proceeding. During this session a receipt was 

shared which is shown below:    

  

IN THE COURT OF IIND ADDL & SESSIONS JUDGE KARACHI (WEST)  

      BEFORE:   (MR. ABDUL NAEEM MEMON)  

S.C. No. 683/2014  

The State versus Zamiullah alias Commando S/o Naik Muhammad ……………. Accused  

                

FIR No.91/2014  

              U/S: 23(1)(a) Sindh Arms Act, 2013  

              PS: Ittehad Town  

RECEIPT OF SUPPLY OF COPIES UNDER SECTION 265-C Cr.P.C.  

The following papers have been supplied to accused:  

1. Copy of FIR  

2. Copy of charge  

3. Copies of statement of PWs recorded under section 161 Cr.P.C.  

4. Memo of arrest and recovery  

5. Copy of statement recorded under section164 Cr.P.C.  

  

  

Signature of accused  

              (Abdul Naeem Memon)  

            ADDITIONAL SESSION JUDGE-I       

       KARACHI WEST  

2. Framing Charge:   



It was taught that second stage of trial is to frame charge and record plea as provided under 

section 265 D and 265 E Cr.P.C. Participants were shared format of charge as provided in the 

Code of Criminal Procedure and thereafter real charge and plea was shared. Participants 

performed the session. Each group member selected roles and framed charge and recorded plea 

of accused. Following documents were used to complete the process of framing charge- Exh. 2  

IN THE COURT OF IIND ADDL & SESSIONS JUDGE KARACHI (WEST)  

 BEFORE:    (MR. ABDUL NAEEM MEMON)  

S.C. No. 683/2014  

The State Versus Zamiullah alias Commando S/o Naik Muhammad ……..……. Accused  

              FIR No.91/2014  

              U/S: 23(1)(a) Sindh Arms Act, 2013  

              PS: Ittehad Town  

CHARGE  

I, Abdul Naeem Memon, II Addl. Sessions Judge, Karachi-West, do hereby charge you 

accused-  

Samiullah alias Commando S/o Naik Muhammad   

That on 18-02-2014 at 0145 you were arrested in another crime No. 290/2014 registered 

under sections 353, 324 and 34 PPC and from your possessions one unlicensed pistol of 30 bore 

without number alongwith nine bullets were recovered by police. Thereby you have committed an 

offence punishable under section 23(1)(a) Sindh Arms Act, 2013 within the cognizance of this 

Court.  

And I hereby direct that you be tried by this Court on the aforesaid charge.  

Given under my hands and the seal of the court on this 10 day of December 2014.  

            (ABDUL NAEEM MEMON)  

               II Addl. Sessions Judge Karachi West  

  

 

Exh. 2/A  

IN THE COURT OF IIND ADDL & SESSIONS JUDGE KARACHI (WEST)  

      BEFORE:   (ABDUL NAEEM MEMON)  

S.C. No. 683/2014  

The State Versus Zamiullah alias Commando S/o Naik Muhammad ……..……. Accused  

              FIR No.91/2014  



              U/S: 23(1)(a) Sindh Arms Act, 2013  

              PS: Ittehad Town  

  

PLEA OF ACCUSED  

  

The within charge having been read over and explained to accused Samiullah S/o Naik 

Muhammad in the language which he understands viz Urdu and he is questioned as follow:   

Question: Do you plead guilty?  

Answer: I do not plead guilty and claim trial.   

  

DATED: 10-12-14  

            (ABDUL NAEEM MEMON)  

        IIND ADDL: SESSIONS JUDGE KARACHI WEST  

  

  

3.  Recording prosecution evidence  

Third step was recording evidence. Before initiating process of recording evidence participants 

were taught relevant provisions of Qanoon-e-shahadat, 1984 [Articles 130 to150]. They were 

also informed difference between leading and non-leading questions and when leading question 

can be put to witness. It was informed that leading question suggests answer and therefore it 

cannot be put to witness during examination in chief; however during cross examination such 

questions are encouraged. The participants examined a witness from real file and following was 

the examination and cross examination of the witness-   

Exh. No. 3  

DEPOSITION OF WITNESS NO PW-1 FOR PROSECUTION  

I do hereby state on oath as under:  

My Name is: Riyasat Ali   Father’s Name:  Shahadat Khan  

Religions:  Islam    Caste:     Lona  

Age about:  47 years   Occupation:    ASI  

Posting/Resident:  Ittehad Town Police Station   

  

  

EXAMINATION IN CHIEF TO 

MR. RASHID HUSSAIN ADPP FOR STATE  

  



Prosecutor: Where were you posted on 18-02-2014 and what happened on that day?  

Witness: On 18-2-2014, I was posted as ASI at P.S. Ittehad Town. I alongwith ASI Ameer Bux,  

PC Fayyaz Ahmed, PC Ahmed Khawar and  

Driver Ahmed was on patrolling duty in police 

mobile. At about 01:45 hours, we reached at X23 

stop Qaim Khani Colony. I saw two persons 

coming on motor cycle without number. We tried 

to stop them. They instead of stopping their 

motor cycle started firing upon us and on my 

direction PC Fayyaz fired 5 round PC Ahmed  

Khawar fired 6 rounds due to which accused fell down. We arrested two accused namely Samiullah 

@ Commando and Amanullah.  

Prosecutor: What happened thereafter?  

Witness: From the personal search of accused Samiullah, we recovered 30 bore pistol with loaded 

3 rounds. Some English words embossed on both weapons. We demanded license of the weapons 

but accused persons failed to produce the same. We arrested both th;2e accused persons and sealed 

the case property. The accused could not produce registration documents of motor cycle and on 

checking from CPLC it was found to be snatched one within the jurisdiction of another Police 

Station.   

Prosecutor: What happened thereafter?  

Witness: Thereafter I prepared memo of arrest and recovery which I produce as Ex.3-A, Thereafter, 

we took the custody of both of accused as well as motor cycle at PS where FIR No.  

91/2014, was registered against Samiullah under section 23(1)(a) of the Sindh Arms Act, 2013 and  

FIR No. 92/2014, against accused Amanullah under the same section. I produce FIR No. 91 of 

2014 as Ex.3-B, which is same and bears my signature. I also produce the attested copy of arrival 

entry Ex.3-C, it is same, correct and bears my signature. The investigation was assigned to ASI 

Hadi Buksh who inspected the site on my potation where he prepared memo of site inspection on 

the spot and got my signature. I produce attested photocopy of memo of site inspection as Ex.3-D.  

I.O. recorded my statement under section 161 Cr.P.C. Pistol present in court is same that was 

recovered from accused possession.   

Prosecutor: Where are the accused?  

Witness: Accused namely Samiullah and Amanullah present in Court are same.  

  

CROSS EXAMINITIONN TO MR. RANA SHAMSHAD ADV. FOR THE ACCUSED  

Defense advocate: Is it correct that the area of Ittehad Town is thickly populated area?  

Witness: Yes Sir.  



Defense advocate: Is it correct that in mid night several mobiles van were on patrolling duty in the 

area?  Witness: Yes Sir.  

Defense advocate: Is it correct that the 

specific area of Ittehad Town where you 

were on patrolling is not mentioned in the 

memo of arrest?   

Witness: Yes Sir.  

Defense advocate: Is it correct that the 

number of police Mobile van is not 

mentioned in the memo of arrest, FIR and 

also not in your statement recorded before this court?   

Witness: Yes Sir.  

Defense advocate: Is it correct that two accused were arrested as per memo of arrest?  

Witness: Yes Sir.  

Defense advocate: Are the present in court?  

Witness: Yes Sir.   

Defense advocate:  Is one of them of old age and other is young man?   

Witness: Yes Sir.  

Defense advocate: Is it correct that you have not mentioned in the FIR or memo of arrest as well 

as 161 that who was playing the motorcycle and who fired on police party?  

Witness: Yes Sir.  

Defense advocate: Is it incorrect that public and bus drivers are available at stop of X-23?  

Witness: It was mid night when incident took place and public was not there.   

Defense advocate: Is it correct that the voice of fire shots was heard for away?   

Witness: Yes Sir.  

Defense advocate: Is it correct I have mentioned in memo of arrest that we reached at Mazda Stop 

X-23 Qaim Khani Colony?   

Witness: Yes Sir.  

Defense advocate: Is it correct that during alleged incident of firing neither anyone received injury 

nor anything was damaged?   

Witness: Yes Sir.  

Defense advocate: Is it correct you have not produced the departure entry?  

Witness: Yes Sir.  

Defense advocate: Is it correct duration of committing offence is not mentioned in the memo of 

arrest, FIR and 161 Statement?   

Witness: Yes Sir.  



Defense advocate: How much time was spent for conducting all proceeding on spot?   

Witness: About half hour.   

Defense advocate: Is it correct that you did not mention in memo of arrest, FIR and Statement 

under Section 161 Cr.P.C, that how memo was prepared when there was darkness?  

Witness: Yes Sir.   

Defense advocate: Is it correct that as per arrival entry the time is shown as 2:50 am?   

Witness: Yes Sir.  

Defense advocate: Is it correct that you have produced only one entry at Ex.3-C?   

Witness: Yes Sir.  

Defense advocate: Is it correct that you have not produced the separate arrival entry in this court?   

Witness: Yes Sir.  

Defense advocate: Is it correct that time of incident is mentioned in the FIR as 2:50 am?   

Witness: Yes Sir.  

Defense advocate: Was place of incident inspected on the same day at about 07:00am?   

Witness: Yes Sir.  

Defense advocate: Did you not mention about the empties in the memo of arrest and memo of 

inspection?   

Witness: No Sir.  

Defense advocate: Is it correct that in the morning hour the passengers used to be present at bus 

stop?   

Witness: Yes Sir.  

Defense advocate: Did you cite any private witness in memo of site inspection?   

Witness: No Sir.  

Defense advocate: Is it correct that the sketch of recoveries have been drawn on the back site of 

memo of recovery, which is without the name and signature of witnesses and date and time?   

Witness: Yes Sir.  

Defense advocate: Is it correct that the sketch of recoveries is incomplete and is without description 

of alleged weapon?   

Witness: Yes Sir.  

Defense advocate: Did the parcel bags of recoveries contain date and time?   

Witness: No Sir.  

Defense advocate: Is it correct that it is mentioned in the memo of arrest and recoveries that one 

30 bore pistol having similarity with MP-5?   

Witness: Yes Sir.  

Defense advocate: Is it incorrect that the present accused were already arrested about two days 

before incident by the area police?   



Witness: No Sir.  

Defense advocate: Is it incorrect that the accused persons have not committed any offence and you 

have deposed falsely before the court?   

Witness: No Sir.  

Defense advocate: Is it incorrect the recoveries are foisted upon the accused persons?  

Witness: No Sir.  

NO  RE              RO&AC  

              SAMINA GHOURI  

             IIND ADDL. SESSIONS JUDGE KARACHI WEST    

                       Dt. 01-10-2015  

[‘RO & AC’ means Read Over and Accepted as Correct]  

They remained busy for two days in criminal trial process. Team of each college performed role. 

In a group they acted as judge, prosecutor, defense advocate, accused and reader. Every 

participants was given chance to perform a particular act. The participants while performing role, 

were corrected for the mistakes they did. When a team was performing, the rest of the teams were 

observing and after completing the trial used to commend on their overall performance. The 

comments of the teams gave impression to the trainer that they understood the procedure and able 

to identify defects.   

Case Law search: Mr. Muhammad Shahid Shafiq explained importance of case laws and how 

to find cases from law books. He described that case may be searched by party name and subject 

wise. Each law book has two type of indexes. He shared law books and showed both indexes.  

Participants searched cases under the supervision of speaker from Cr.L.J., CLC, PLD, SCMR etc.   

Civil Trial:  

In this session participants learnt how to draft plaint and how to prepare written statement in an 

ordinary suit and a summary suit. They were also taught in detail Order XXXVII CPC and 

explained different type of negotiable instruments such as checque and promissory note. It was 

sheared that summary suit is not tried in ordinary manner and upon service of summons application 

for leave to defend is filed within 10 days. An ordinary summons is not used in summary suits. 

After filing application of leave to defend, matter is fixed for argument. The court after hearing to 

the parties either grant application for leave to defend or decline. In case the court allow application 

for leave to defend, the defendant is asked to file written statement. Application for leave to defend 

may be allowed conditionally.   

Participants were provided copy of plaint and application for leave to defend and were asked to 

prepare argument. They perused the plaint and application for leave to defend and on the 



following day argued the case under the supervision of Mr. Justice Khilji Arif Hussain, Hon’ble 

Director General and Ms. Nuzhat Ara Alvi, Senior Faculty Member. During the arguments they 

were corrected for the mistakes they were doing. The participants could understand summary 

proceeding trial.   

  

Family Trial:  

In this Session, Honorable Director General Khilji Arif Hussain and Ms. Nuzhat Ara Alvi 

described gist of laws relating to family issues and provided real case of ‘suit for dissolution of 

marriage’. Pre-trial and post-trial sessions were conducted. It was also shared how evidence is 

recorded. We studied the case file and demonstrated before the Honorable Director General Khilji 

Arif Hussain, Ms. Nuzhat Ara Alvi. A practical session for pre-trial and post-trial was conducted 

under the supervision of Mr. Shahid Shafiq. In pre-trial process Ghulam Akbar acted as judge, 

Shahida Abbasi as Plaintiff, Sohail Kansiro as reader and Rafique Shar played role of the defended. 

In pre-trial judge tried to resolve the matter amicably between the parties. Judge first heard the 

plaintiff and thereafter to the defendant. In last sitting both the parties sat together and on the 

motivation of the judge, the parties agreed to resolve the dispute amicably. Role of the parties and 

family judge was told to the participants when pre-trial process is successfully ended.    

Visit to Forensic Lab:   

The Sindh Judicial Academy arranged a visit to Forensic Lab. They observed importance of 

forensic lab in assessing and examining relevant material collected by the I.O. during process of 

investigation. It was good experience for the participants. A leisure trip was also arranged for the 

participants as many of them first time visited Karachi.   

Certification ceremony:   

On the last day viz 08-07-2017 certificate distribution ceremony was arranged. The session was 

presided over by Honorable Chief Justice of High Court of Sindh Mr. Justice Ahmed Ali Shaikh. 

Participants shared their views about the training program. His lordship awarded certificate and 

cash award to each participant.  

The Sindh Judicial Academy appreciate efforts of final year students who actively participated in 

the mock trial. Their performance remained satisfactory. The Academy is thankful to the Hon’ble 

Chief Justice who thought about youth and took decision for involving them in such a beneficial 

activity.   



  


